Lockschmiede – Crow Call

Many thanks a for buying my call.
I would like to give you some tips for maintenance and use of your new Crow Call.
Use the call with a decoy setup sparingly, for instance to call a passings crows attention to the decoy
setup, don't use it for continuously calling.
To use the call, blow the air using the stomach muscles to push up the air and roll the air over the
larynx at the top of the throat. This will take a little practice, but is easy once mastered. The larger
the angle to the mouth, the deeper the tone of the call., no matter which side of the mouth you use
the caller. The best angle will be found by blowing into the caller and tipping the caller slowly up to
the tip of the nose.
On my homepage www.lockschmiede.de, you will find relevant instructional videos too.
High call

deep raspy call

Here a couple of examples on how to influence and call the crows:
Hey guys, come over here, here's food:
4 calls - caw caw caw caw
Come over here:
3 long calls, short pause, 3 long calls
Cawwwwwww, Cawwwww, Cawwwww, ............. Cawwww, cawwwww, cawwwww
Come BACK !!!(You can hang this call onto the rear of one of the other calls after a short pause)
2 short calls followed by 2 long calls
Caw caw, cawwwww, cawwwww

Maintenance instructions
When the call has been subjected to very high dry temperatures for a long period (for instance in a
locked car in the summer), the wood can shrink, and the ring become loose !!!!
This is NORMAL, and placing the call into normal air temperature and humidity will ensure it returns
to its normal state in a short time. If you use the call in rain a lot, or misuse it a lot, the the
occasional use of stock oil rubbed into the wood is advised, and that way it will retain its condition for
many many years to come.

Visit me on Facebook → www.facebook.com/Lockschmiede
or my Homepage → www.Lockschmiede.de
Hunters regards Nils Kradel

